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 k , i = 1 (3) 
a -\ Y> hi i I v \ i 
ppr 
'air, bulk 
3.0 SPECIFIC HEAT OF PRODUCT AND BULK 
3.1 Temperature above the initial freezing point 
The specific heat of product and bulk are almost equal because of the ne-
glect of the mass of enclosed air. The specific heat is: 
c , -,, = E(c. • q. ) (4) 
pr - Dulk v i a v y ' 
3.2 Temperature below the initial freezing point 
Now the water and ice fractions vary with temperature. The relation 
between ice fraction and temperature is given by the law of Raoult (3)(4) 
9\ = 1 - — (5) 
t 
The specific heat is : 
c ,-,, = c -,., (1 - a ) + c • q (1 - q'. ) + e.« q'. • q -pr = bulk solids v "wy w Jw ^ b i ; n ai Jw 
dgi (6) 
r • q • o yw dt 
(6) 
Differentiation of equation 5 to t gives: 
dgi tf 
_ = . _ (7) 
dt t2 
while the specific heat of the solid components (not ice) is : 
Z(9i * c.) 
Solids = <8> 
Zgi 
4.0 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PRODUCT 
We use the equation of Eugen-Maxwell (5): 
2 • X1 + X2 - 2 • E 2 (Xj - X2) 
\
 + 2 = * À l ^ 
2 • X, + X2 + £o (^ 1 " *?) 
The index 1 is related to the continuous phase and 2 to the disperse phase. 
Table 2 points out which components have index 1 or 2 in the different 
calculations, if a, > 0,5. 
(7) 
Table 2 
' l + 2 'Al n2 equa- t empor;!L uro ^1 ,0 , A„ ( o 
L1 on 
9 t > tj- flesh water protein protein + fat 
a f f f 
9, t > tr product flesh air air 
9 t ^ tr - AT flesh ice water water + carbohydrates 
9 1 t < tr. - AT product flesh air air 
9 all t bulk product air air 
The value of AT is approximately 0,5 K. The calculation of A, -,, (t -< tr) 
follows 3 steps: 1st 9,-, 2nd 9,, 3rd 9 . 
c d e 
The volume fraction of protein, fat and carbohydrates are: 
p 
pr 
Ei = 9i (10) 
pi 
The volume fraction of water below the initial freezing point is : 
v 
£
w = — • 3W ' (1 - 9 i } ( U ) 
pw 
(8) 
.5.0 THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 
The thermal diffusivity is for all temperatures equal to: 
X 
a = . (12) 
p • c 
6.0 ENTHALPY 
At t = 0 C the zero point for the enthalpy of foods is chosen. Above the 
initial freezing point t^ the enthalpy is: 
h = t - Z( C i - 9 i) (13) 
Below the freezing point: 
t 
h = ƒ Cpr • dt + tf • Z(Ci • g.) (14) 
Substitution of equation 6 and 7 in equation 14 gives 
h =
 Solids0"8^ ^ " ^ + VV1*'lntJ + ci-gw-(t-tf) - c r g w . l n ^ 
- r 0 -g w - ( l^) . + t f-E(C1-gi) (15) 
(9) 
7.0 EXAMPLE 
The example is given for apple. Figure 1 to 5 give the results of the 
calculations. Report 1919 (6) discusses the difference between calculation 
and experimental values above the free&ing point, and report.2025 (7) shows that 
the calculated enthalpy is in good agreement with the measured enthalpy 
below the freezing point. 
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k g . K 
l ( p ) 
W 
a ( p > 
m2 
K b ) 
w 
a ( b > 
tn2 
m.K m.K 
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